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I am the bearer of a vision, an action plan, an atypical and
highly ambitious application mechanism relating to social

engineering with an international dimension. 

The EL4DEV program is a unique international social

engineering program aimed at establishing a new fair and

balanced civil society.

It is based on the empowerment and sovereignty of nations
and represents a transnational mechanism of national
cohesion and societal diplomacy. It creates decentralized and
interconnected cooperative connections between peoples

who work collectively for a common destiny.

This political and societal program is beginning to gain

recognition and has already attracted the attention of high-

ranking international influential actors whom I have personally

approached.

It represents an opportunity for all the nations of the world. I

am not currently known but I have serious and noble political
ambitions for the governance of France from 2022.

Public relations are essential to the success of this plan which
aims to modify the environmental, social, educational,
cultural and political landscape of France and many
countries of the world to evolve in the direction of social peace,

national cohesion and what I call EL4DEV societal diplomacy. 
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This program is promising and will achieve all of its objectives with complete certainty.

I am the founder and president of an independent French non-profit think-tank carrying this

vision: LE PAPILLON SOURCE EL4DEV

The Green Empire of the East and the West is a vast ecological and societal empire
integrating all the nations of the East, West, North and South and unequaled in human history

due to its atypical characteristics; a strongly prosperous empire over time; an empire in which all
nations and territories are sovereign and self-sufficient.

It is a confederation of individuals, agroclimatic cities labeled LE PAPILLON SOURCE,
ecovillages, micronations and small municipalities located all over the world interacting in a

decentralized manner through numerous cooperation agreements in a common goal of
societal development.

It is a concept that takes the form of a live action role-playing game in alternate reality, a
massively multi-player strategy game in which the delimitation between fiction and reality is
particularly imperceptible or even non-existent.

The goal of the game is to collectively found a new, just and balanced civilization and to
transform the earth into a non-hostile forest planet in which living things thrive. This goes

through the launch and the realization of many pharaonic projects on the whole planet.




